Molecule-Induced Radical Formation (MIRF) Reactions - a Reappraisal.
Radical chain reactions are commonly initiated through thermal or photochemical activation of purpose-build initiators, through photochemical activation of substrates, or through well-designed redox processes. Where radicals come from in the absence of these initiation strategies is much less obvious, and often assumed to derive from unknown impurities. In this situation molecule-induced radical formation (or MIRF) reactions should be considered as well-defined alternative initiation modes. In the most general definition of MIRF reactions two closed-shell molecules react to give a radical pair or biradical. The exact nature of this transformation depends on the s- or p- bonds involved in the MIRF process, and the current article specifically focuses on reactions transforming two s-bonds into two radicals and a newly formed closed-shell product molecule. This MIRF type has recently become increasingly important in oxidation reactions of hydroperoxides and peracids, and may also be involved in reactions of dioxirane oxidants. The radical-forming transformations of these oxidants typically involve hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) with hydrocarbons carrying weakly bound hydrogen atoms. The viability of these MIRF reactions can be analyzed using the thermochemical requirements of these transformations.